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About This Content

This Cosmetic DLC adds over 120 unique heads (over 60 per gender) to King Arthur's Gold.

Each head represents a flag of the world. There are also Jolly Roger and Rainbow/Pride flags.
Use them to celebrate your heritage and bring some colour onto the battlefield!
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List of flags currently supported:

Poland

Australia

England

Ireland

Scotland

Wales

New Zealand

Australian Aboriginal

Tino Rangatiratanga (Maori)

Canada

USA

Italy

Germany

Russia

France

Netherlands

Sweden
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Norway

Spain

Belgium

Finland

Denmark

Portugal

Turkey

Iceland

Switzerland

Hungary

Belarus

Slovakia

Latvia

Israel

Palestine

Czech Republic

Ukraine

Mexico

Chile

Brazil

Argentina

Jamaica

Papua New Guinea

Tonga

Samoa

Korea

China

Singapore
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Thailand

Japan

Hong Kong

Malaysia

Taiwan

Indonesia

Philipines

India

Vietnam

South Africa

Egypt

Kenya

Somalia

Sudan

Georgia

Greece

Syria

Syrian Independence Flag

Mali

Austria

Estonia

Tunisia

Libya

Lithuania

The Faroe Islands

Puerto Rico

Cuba
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Greenland

Dominican Republic

Iraq

Jolly Roger

Rainbow

Requests for missing countries/nations etc will be considered via the support email.
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Title: King Arthur's Gold: Flags of the World Heads Pack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Transhuman Design
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64MB Integrated

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 256 MB available space

English,French,Russian
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It's not that bad, I don't see why people hate it so much. Maybe I'm saying so because I've won it during a giveaway and I
wouldn't spend money on it. Overall, good to make a few achievements.. initially, the game looked good; even it is almost copy
of history line 1914-1918 (in fact i prayed it is a good copy). it has fashion type graphics and principally, the playability is good,
challenging and requires a bit of a wit to win in later scenarios. so, why do i quit playing it and do not recommend it? besides
lousy unit descriptions (e.g. no range defined for ranged units), it is problematic rules for movement of encircled units (they
move too much), imperfect encircling rules generally (there are possible setting which i evaluated as encirclement, but they in
fact are not), no apparent terrain rules (except movement points loss) + useless railroads (i have factory connected to rails and i
cannot place a newly built train on it). these small imperfections make the otherwise good game unplayable for me.. underrated
game, its a lot of fun and not too too hard. one bonus this game has over some other mystery case files titles is that you can use a
hint that will expand on your current objective if you're stuck. a lot of the other games don't have this and i struggled a lot more.
overall pretty chill game with cheesy acting and a good story, i highly recommend it.. its ok not e nough depth. I thoroughly
enjoyed the first. This one I can't really recommend, especially given the nonsense descriptions in both reviewers and curators
(seriously? did you all just play first few levels?).

While the switching colors concept is great for the puzzles it seems this game this is only secondary in order to provide
complexity regarding input and reflexes and not so much on the puzzles. Every level past chapter 1 feels like a grind fest, where
the puzzles are not the problem, but the execution. I find myself repeating the same level dozens of times just so I can get the
input and movement right. For instance, in one level you are in tight quarters with checkerboard style rooms which most have
spinning wheels that kill you on touch taking up the whole room. You start off in an empty room and your goal is to switch color
to where everything dissapears and you do a double jump to the next empty room then switch the color back so everything
shows up again. This wouldn't be the problem as much as the room you have to double jump to is actually too far and you have
to actually wall jump in your tiny room THEN make everything disappear and do a double jump with your character having
waaaay too much inertia hope to land a few pixels above the floor of the top empty room after double jump and time the color
switch back again. Now repeat that 3 times in different directions. This is supposed to be moderately easy at chapter 2 out of 7
chapters. Right.

I guess some might find that entertaining, especially those of you with great reflexes, I don't find it fun at all and just an exercise
in frustration. Nevermind, the leaderboards.

If you are looking for a puzzler, don't bother looking here. This is absolutely more like Super meat boy, and while I could finish
that one, I can't stomach this level of repetition.
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for swole chicken men.. Luxor can easily get hectic at times, but with all the retro vector graphics explosions (which are quite
lovely btw) and bonuses flying around, Luxor Evolved can seem a bit messy and I did definitely not expect this frantic a game,
but I had fun playing it anyway.
It's short though - around 2 hours to beat it on Normal.
Very polished and quite enjoyable.. Awesome game , simple and fun. Highly Recommend it. Time lost not worth it. If you turn
the sound down this is a bearable hidden objects game....just

43\/100. The Music, Artstyle and feels are fantastic.

Probably not for children.. I got this game after watching cr1tical thinking "this game is so bad it must be good". How wrong i
was.
I would rather gouge my eyes out with a rusty spoon covered in hepititis C than stare at these god awful graphics. Not only did
this game make me lose faith in humanity it also reassured me that god has indeed left us. It is not worth the 77 cents i spent..
Clever and beautifully made; full of variety in level design, pacing, and difficulty. It's like an impossible cross between Super
Mario World, VVVVVV, Snake Rattle & Roll, Gods, and Altitude. A wonderful and unfailingly fun & satisfying game,
probably the best indie I've played since World of Goo.
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